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Before starting this game the children need to learn to pass a tap around the circle.  To do this they 

hold both of their hands out to their sides, palms facing up. They then place their RIGHT hand on

top of the hand next to them.  To pass the tap, one child starts by using their RIGHT hand to tap

the hand on top of their LEFT hand. They then immediately put their hand back in position.  The 

child who has been tapped immediately passes it on and so on around the circle.  The purpose of 

passing the tap is to keep a regular PULSE.  It can be a good idea to count in time to the pulse 

while practicing.

When this is mastered, teach the song.  Sing the song while clapping the pulse to help establish it 

in the children's minds.  Practice singing while passing a tap in time to the pulse.  It is important to 

remember to pause after 'OOPS' and 'ARPS'.  When this is mastered, teach the game.

The tap is passed around in time to the pulse (a crotchet pulse - on the words 'down, by, banks, of' 

etc). After each of the words 'OOPS' and 'ARPS' there needs to be a pause (a rest) in the tapping.  

Therefore the child tapped on the word 'OOPS' is to wait a beat before passing the tap on.  The 

same applies for 'ARPS'.  When initially playing the game the children need not be out for 

forgetting this but when they are more familiar with the game they can be.

After the pause following 'ARPS', the children keep on singing and passing the tap.  

If a child is tapped on the word 'PLOP' they are out!

If that child pulls their hand away in time, the person who missed them is out!

If a child pulls away when it is not their turn to, they are out!

After each turn the child who is out moves out of the circle and the group shuffles in.  The child 

who is out can either move to the middle of the circle or if the game goes on for longer and the 

group gets smaller, to the outside.  If they are out, to keep them involved, ask them to watch the 

game and clap along to the pulse.

This game can get down to 2 people and can be played with 2 to end with a final winner.  

It is a singing game with a mixture of skill and chance!


